
Clay Tiles 
Specially designed for roof pitches as low as 10°

PLANUM 



TECHNICAL DATA 

PLANUM 

The clay composition together with the perfect
pressing allows flexion higher than the required

while only weighing 3.5kg.

The gypsum moulds provide a perfect finish,
obtaining a smoother texture, no contact point or

creases

High-quality clay together with a high firing
temperature mean higher resistance to ice and

mildew

The double interlocking - horizontal and
vertical allows the roof to be more watertight,

ensuring its impermeability.  

H - Cassette manufacturing provides a
perfect finish to each product.

Higher resistance 

High definition on each piece  

Lower absorption (<5%)  

Double interlocking  

Excellent flatness
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Roofs below 20° should use a 180/g/m² Air Permeable underlay, Joints taped and each tile MUST be Clipped. 
 

For rafter length exceeding 5.5m or roofs in highly exposed areas please contact Stoneleaf Technical Department for advice



PLANUM COLOUR RANGE

Clay tiles are a natural product and some variation of shades between individual pieces enhance their
beauty and should be expected. All tiles should be blended regardless of the number of colours

supplied. The colours of the tile shown in this catalogue can not faithfully reflect the colours of the
ceramic tiles.

 

*MADE TO ORDER COLOURS
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PLANUM 

Slate 

Blackstone 



First course batten should be 30mm
higher than all succeeding course
battens to provide a vertical alignment
and to assure a symmetrical
installation.

Planum Roof Tile

Q85 Planum Half Roof Tile 

Q88 Planum Right Side  

Q89 Planum Left Side 

+30mm 

D 

C 

C 
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A = 95mm
B = 320mm
C = 344 - 369mm
D = 0 - 20mm (Depending on the slope)
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10mm 

44-49mm 10-15mm 

10mm 236 - 239mm 

Slate



PLANUM ACCESSORIES

457mm

457mm 237mm

267mm
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*76mm*121mm

**



LOW PITCH CLAY TILE RANGE  

CONTACT US FOR MORE DETAILS OR CHECK US OUT ON SOCIAL MEDIA STONELEAF BUILDING MATERIALS
WWW.STONELEAFTILES.CO.UK     01277 841 555     SALES@STONELEAFTILES.CO.UK 

Slate

Slate

Jaspee Red



Date of when the tile 
was made  

Tile Name 

Mould Number  


